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요 약

본 논문에서는 마이크로스트립선로의 특성파라메타 분석을 위한 새로운 방법이 제안 되었다

마이크로스트립선로의 특성파라메타들은 최소자승법에 의해서 계산하였고 , 이 방법에 의해 마이크로스트립선 

로의 구조와 차원에 따른 결과를 보였다.

이들 결과를 차분법에 의해서 얻어진 결과와 비교 검토 하였다

ABSTRACT

In this paper, a new method for the analysis of the characteristic, parameters of microstrip line 
is proposed. The characteristic parameters of microstrip line bounded by a shielding wall are com
puted by using least square method with iterative method for optimization.

The results by this method depend on the dimensions and the structure of microstrip line. We
compare the present results with those obtained by

L INTRODUCTION

In recent years microstrip lines and its modi
fications have been extensively studied because 
of their compatibility with integrated circuits,

The computation of the circuits, 
tens tic impedance of various microstrip lines 
supporting TEM modes is a problem of con
siderable importance for the design of micro
wave circuits. [2] The impedance of such lines
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finite difference method.

can be computed by using conformal trans
formation technique, variation method, and 
finite difference method. [1 ] [이 [11] Because 
a limited number of the transformations are ap
plicable to microstrip lines which occur in prac
tice, it is understandable that considerable work 
has been spent on numerical techniques for 
computing the characteristic impedance of several 
microstrip lines. [5] [7] The purpose of this 
paper is to show that least square me사lod is 
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particularly suited for the evaluation of the 
characteristic impedance of microstrip lines by 
machine computation. The accurary of the solu
tion is demonstrated by comparing the present 
results using matrices of the order of 30 with 
those derived by other authors using finite dif
ference method. [ 11] [ 12]

II. LEAST SQUARE METHOD

Suppose a domain D in which the electro
magnetic fields are defined by

X = £4 Xn 如k n

The Maxwell's equations at any point M. in 
the domain D can be denoted by the sum of 
the components,

Ealn^n =0

The points Mf is limited by N, and so there 
are N equations. We find the approximate 
solution by discomposition on the No base 
vectors g. In general, the N equatioift wonfs 
be able to be verified simultaneously because 
of the cutted sections, so we are going to search 
for the solution which minimizes the value 
of the function

, n , no
•f(X],Xz,・“,X,) = 打 I EgX시z

1 n=o

The discrete sum for i can be expanded to 
the integral form of the variables z

afn=an(z；)

Then,

f(X[,X2, ,%)=・시乒心)】이험也

If we rewrite f .

,x2,-.xo)=EAmnxnxr 

where

Amn =/q %(Z)®m(Z)dz

Now we want to find the vector with the 
minimum eigenvalue which has No base vectors. 
The Amn can be considered like a matrix re
presentation of an operator A. If we suppose 
the functions 妃 are normalized, the problem 
becomes the minimization of < XAX > with 
< XAX > = constant.
Then,

AX =ZX

We will choose the smallest one \mm among 
the possible eigenvalues because the mini
mum value of < XAX > coincides with X而n.

<XAX> = 爲서n <X X>

HI. ITERATION METHOD

A basic iterative operation which involves 
the replacement of a trial vector by an improved 
vector was used. The iterative procedure con
sists in continually transforming successive 
transforms into itself If we take the eigenvalue 
problem in the form,

AX= NX

The sequence of vectors Yj, Y2, Y3, 
Y血，…is constructed from the initial vector Yo 
by making

*비 = 四

Now we can expand Y(> in terms of eigenvec
tors Xi,

Y0=ECfX-
£«!

Then,

Y] =AY0 = £c；；iX(-
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丫2=入匕=五4(32% 
i 끼

Yk=AKf=^C,(4)X

If we suppose that Xn is the eigenvalue with 
the largest absolute value and Cn 手 0, we have

o—i Cf i
丫1= (\0，)” {】・ + £ —( j—)* Xi } 

t»i In 서■

The summation in this equation becomes 
negligible compared with Xn, as K sets large, 
because | X；/X« | < l(i#n). And hence Yk appro
aches a multiple of Xn. Thus the iterative pro
cess yields convergence to the mode conespond- 
ing to eigenvalue of the largest absolute eigen
value. Since we want to obtain the vector with 
the smallest eigenvalue by this iterative method, 
the matrix must be transformed

B=4ax—A

Then

Y七버 =BY，k=(f)Y，k

Y%=五 dj& 
i=i

Y、=AY%=交:由以『-4)为

: iT :
Y k 그:AX더•] = Edj(4uix 一 4) 勺4 

E

If we suppose again that (入皿x — Am) is 
the new largest eigenvalue, Xm is the smallest 
eigenvalue of the matrix A. Finally we can 
obtain the vector Xm corresponding to Xm .

IV. FORMULATION

Since the microstrip structure is an open 
structure, the electric field region is essentially 
semi-infinite. Although the voltage functions 

音■事,誌4巻2號

can be solved numerically for such a semi
infinite region, it is more convenient to consider 
the microstrip line to be enclosed in a box 
as shown in Fig. 1. Since a similar enclosing 
structure is invariably used in most of the micro
strip circuits, the configuration shown in Fig. 1-a 
is quite realstic.

In fact, it is an advantage of numerical 
method that the effect of enclosing box is taken 
into account. We can consider only the left
half side as shown in Fig. 1-b because microstrip 
line is symmetric.

Fig. lb. 2-dimensional structure for analysis.
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Let us assume that the cross section of the 
microstrip line is defined by domains I, U, and I 
shown in Fig. 1. We consider the forms of 
v이tage functions in the three domains,

sinh 皿(H?+ y) cos an x (1)
n^o

L=£ (Bo«inhany4-cn cosh any) cob anx (2) 
n*0

V,그a0 (H,—y) coBanx (3)
n*0

with the following boundary conditions

_勺 tanh 皿(乌-HQ+C tanh H, 
eT-F62 tanh an ftj- tanh' 7

Using boundary condition (5-a), (5-b) and
(5-c), we have, after some arrangement

n _ Cn______ — Ka Bn _ (10)
Un" BinhAoH, 一血临％ 3〃

E”(=E“)= £ anKnBnSiaanX (11)
5

D” _D” = 弟 知 + 盘슨瓦) 짜Bn C”아 X (12)

〔1〕y = —H| (1) V 产 V? (4-a) If we suppose

〔2〕y=0

(2) Dy 丄=Dy 2 (4・b)

(1) V2=V3 (5句

S = 어 A 統=( W 混第마

(2)-1.) conductor； EX2 = EM3=0 (5-b) 

-2) dielectric； Dy2 = Dy3 (5-c)

The equation (11), (12) can be rewritten 
as follows;

where

a» = (2B-l) (n=l,2,3 ―)

0
E r»iBn x=0 : 의丄卩v—y 으 (13)
") 2 十 드1 = 万

The coefficients An, Bn, Cn and Dn are as 
yet unknown.

Using boundary condition (4-a), (4-b), 
have, after some arrangement

E Bn co» aa X = 0 ； y <x<y+E (14)

An sinh a。(％—耳)

=CB cosh a,, Bj — Bn sinh g H

GiAb cosh 0^,(1^-H,)

We devide equation (7) by equation (6)

弓 蜘h%(H7)= €, 如흔謡制

we

(6)

(7)

(8)

If we suppose Cn = K요B. we can obtain 
equation (8) as follows;

The approximate solution for this problem 
can be obtained by least square method because 
n is finite. Therefore we consider the minunum 
condition of the function

/(E 0)후dx
D 5

where rB =rM 8inattx( = rai cos aB x)
In the end, we can obtain the matrix

Ano 거听 7스*Tn dx

=J Tmi 7二 ainan x dx

o
L . (15)

+ I Tm2 eo8amx- rnt co«an x dx

+ I 而】ainaca x dx

=€2(^0 coshaij 珥一G
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v^here L i , Tft2 is the conjugate forms

If we define

Smn=a、+an, D mn = %L S (16)

equation (15) can be rewritten as follows;
a) m 규 n case

Ag = + I Trnj I & + +( I Zn>2 I 2 - I 7m J 2 ) E

+ (I，시'+ |7시후)〔m%(써・2E)—ainamQ)

b) m 手 n case

&nn= 2 &皿。히 丁一 ’F T，心 in 프을으

— sin DmaC나프)]+ —™—(rmi T*1 + Tmt Tnz)
2 £ 아s

Smu (써~E) . Smu3「L»>n---- 5-------- 8】n—-■一J

tanh anHj' cos aa x

• f 3、 sinao (-) 
■흐스쯔—] (:_________ 으t (20)

The characteristic impedance for the micro
strip line in approximate quasi-IEM is

Z*

(21)
= Zgt ( ■응 ) *

where Zom = 1/C«C\ Ca is the capacitance the 
case where the didectric in the microstrip is re
placed by air, C is the capacitance the case 
where the dielectric in the microstrip is dielecric 
material, C，is the velocity of light.

VI. DISCUSSION OF NUMERICAL 
RESULTS

V. CALCULATION OF 
CHARACERISTIC IMPEDANCE

The capacitance of microstrip line is com
puted from the line integral of the electric field 
nonnal to the boundary.

By Gauss's Law

substituting equation (12) into equation (17)

Qn= 2Bafe,+ 톤으G Oin% ($] (18)
‘ tann皿为 *

The voltage is obtained by using equation (2)

cos(attx) (19)

So the capacitance of the microstrip line can 
be determined

The computer program is outlined in flow 
graph form in Fig. 2. We consider 30 harmonics 
for the numerical analysis using least square 
method. The time spent for calculation of the 
characteristic impedances was 110 seconds for 
the iterative method. These results are pre
sented in Fig. 3, 4, and 5.

In Fig. 3, we obtained the 50-ohm curve 
of the characteristic impedances which depend 
on the width of the microstrip line W and S in 
the case of HA/H=0.5.

In Fig. 4, characteristic impedances for the 
miaostrip line is plotted against W/H, the ratio 
of width of the line to thickness of dielectric 
sub아rate in the case of H시H=0, and HA/H-0.5 
with 8=0. We are understable that characteristic 
impedances decrease as the width of the line 
increases, increase in the line width increases 
the capacitance per unit length, which decreases 
the characteristic impedances. We compared 
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the results obtained by least square method with 
those obtained by finite difference method.

In Fi흠. 5, lower characteristic impedances 
are obtained for higher values of di과ectric con
stant of the substrate material because of the 

same reason. Also, there was a little difference 
with the results of the finite difference method, 
but calculation can be improved by increasing 
the number of harmonics.

Fig. 2. Flow chart for analysis.
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Fig. 3. 50-ohm curve of the characteristic 
impedances for microstrip line in 

the case of HA/H=0.5.

Fig. 5. Characteristic impedances of microstrip 
line as a of function W/H.

Fig. 4. Characteristic impedances of 
microstrip line as a function of W/H in 

the case of HA/H=0.5 and HA/H=0.

VII. CONCLUSION

The least square method and iterative 
method for optimization are a simple and ac
curate method of computing the .general trans
mission parameters of a microstrip line and have 
shown the dependence of the characteristic 
impedance on the structure of microstrip line.

These results are verified by measurements 
and compared with finite difference method.
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